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Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee Meeting - Agenda 

March 8, 2022  I  3:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

To join the meeting remotely, click on the link below or enter the URL directly into browser: 
https://scwa-ca-gov.zoom.us/j/92162795993?pwd=L245c0lDd1dQZ01STXMzQmdzTDBpQT09 

Meeting ID: 921 6279 5993 Passcode: 075557 
One tap mobile (888) 788-0099 US Toll-free 

Contact: Ann DuBay, Sonoma County Water Agency, SVGSA Administrator 
Email: Ann.DuBay@scwa.ca.gov  Phone: (707) 524-8378 

Time Agenda Item Materials 

3:00 Welcome 
Tim Parker, Advisory Committee Meeting Facilitator 
Call Meeting to Order – Roll Call and Introductions 
Fred Allebach, Advisory Committee Chairman 

N/A 

3:10 General Public Comments 
This time is reserved for the public to address the Committee about 
matters NOT on the agenda and within the jurisdiction of the 
Committee. 

Fred Allebach, Advisory Committee Chairman 
Tim Parker, Advisory Committee Meeting Facilitator 

N/A 

3:15 Agenda Review, Action Items Review and Approval of Previous 
Meeting Summary 

Tim Parker, Advisory Committee Meeting Facilitator 
• Review January 11 Meeting Summary

Objective: Review agenda, actions items, and confirm November 
meeting summary. 

Agenda; 
January Meeting 
Summary 

3:20 Rate and Fee Study  

Rate and Fee Study Consultant Team 
• Overview of progress on Rate & Fee Study
• Discussion and AC input
• Community meetings

Objective: Inform AC of Rate and Fee Study progress and receive AC 
input on key elements. 

Presentation 
(attached) 
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4:10 Permit Sonoma Progress 

Robert Pennington, Permit Sonoma 
• Progress on tasks
• Advisory Committee discussion

Objective: Provide information on Permit Sonoma tasks. 

Presentation 
(separate) 

4:40 GSP Annual Report 
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water 

• First Annual Report

Objective: Provide update and receive feedback 

Presentation 
(separate) 

5:00 Updates  
Ann DuBay and Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach Staff & Marcus Trotta 

• Outreach and Communications Plan
• SVGSA Board Meeting
• Well installations

Objective: Provide relevant updates that inform the Advisory 
Committee – AC to ask questions if needed. Solicit volunteers for 
Outreach and Engagement Plan work group. 

5:20 Closing Comments 
Fred Allebach, Advisory Committee Chairman 

N/A 

5:30 Meeting Adjourns 

• Next Advisory Committee Meeting – May 10
• Next Board Meeting – Monday, March 28 (To be confirmed)

and/or April 25.

N/A 

Special Accommodations: If you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact 
Ann DuBay at (707) 524-8378 or by email at Ann.Dubay@scwa.ca.gov. Notification of at least 48 hours 
prior to the meeting will assist staff in assuring that reasonable arrangements can be made to provide 
accessibility of the meeting.  

Meeting Documents: Materials are available for review at Sonoma Water, 404 Aviation Blvd, Santa 
Rosa, 95403, during normal business hours. Any documents provided at the meeting by staff will be 
available to the public. The agenda and agenda packet materials are also available at: 
http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/ 

Public Comment: Members of the public may attend meetings of the Sonoma Valley GSA Advisory 
Committee and may comment before Advisory Committee consideration of individual agenda items, or 
during General Public Comment on any matter within the jurisdiction of the Advisory Committee. As 
needed, time limits may be placed on public comments to ensure the Advisory Committee is reasonably 
able to address all agenda items during the meeting.  
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Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

January 11, 2022 | Draft Meeting Summary 

Location: Zoom 
Contact: Ann DuBay, Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA), Administrator 
Email: Ann.Dubay@scwa.ca.gov I Phone: 707.524-8378 

MEETING SUMMARY 
Welcome, Introductions and Agenda Review 
Tim Parker, Advisory Committee Facilitator, opened the meeting at 3:02 p.m. and welcomed the group. 
Fred Allebach, Chair also welcomed the group and then Ann DuBay conducted roll call.  

General Public Comments 
None. 

Agenda and Schedule Review 
Tim Parker reviewed the day’s agenda and upcoming calendar. 

Action Items Review and Approval of Previous Meeting Summary 
Ann DuBay – We will carry the action item “create narrative for 10% conservation” forward again. Recap – 
Jim Bundschu is primarily looking for a narrative around water conservation and talking points that could 
be provided to the ag community. He would like to have the ag interests know how much they would be 
expected to conserve, to have a clear goal post. 

Jim Bundschu – My main concern is communicating transparently to the community and one of 
my future goals is to have someone take charge of the recycled water contract with the Napa 
County water supply. 

 Action Item: Create narrative for 10% conservation explaining conservation goals to ag
community

Vicki Hill mentioned three typos. Fred Allebach provided some small changes by email. The summary will 
be posted with the requested changes. 

Recap of Sonoma Valley GSP Adoption Hearing 
Objective: Inform AC of GSP public hearing and adoption by Board. 

Ann DuBay – Thirty-eight members of public attended, there were a total of 45-50 people including Board 
and Advisory Committee members. Overall, mostly positive comments were received, and the highlight of 
the meeting was the approval of the Plan; there wasn’t much controversy.  
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Questions/Comments 
Fred Allebach – How long did it take to download the GSP to DWR? 

DuBay – It is still not done, there are quite a few requirements needed just to download the files. 
It is a detailed multiple step process. DWR has 20 days to review the GSP to make sure it is 
complete before they post it for a second round of public review. 

Caitlin Cornwall – Congratulations for getting the Plan approved! 

No public comment. 

GSP Implementation Overview 
Objective: Provide overview of GSP implementation activities and Advisory Committee role moving 
forward. 

Marcus Trotta provided an overview of the primary implementation activities planned for the next six-
month period. He also provided an inventory of datasets needed for the 2021 Water Year Annual Report 
and said that staff plans to provide the Advisory Committee with the draft Annual Report for review at the 
March meeting. He said, staff is still in the process of evaluating current budgets against grants. There is 
quite a bit of work associated with Prop 68 grant. 

Questions/Comments 
Greg Carr – With respect to the Prop 68 Permit Sonoma work, it looks like the scope of the work is due on 
March 20 this year. 

Trotta – I think that is what is built into the grant application. I was thinking it might be helpful to 
have Robert Pennington from Permit Sonoma give us an overview of the work that they've been 
doing and the overall outcome at your next advisory committee meeting. 
Carr – My quandary is that Permit Sonoma committed to doing the work once the scope is 
completed, that is a budget and work planning element. I wonder if Mr. Pennington could provide 
some clarification and level of certainty of the ability of Permit Sonoma to do the work. 

Caitlin Cornwall – This project is a high priority in my eyes. Tightening up the county's ability to track 
wells and pumping that are permitted and/or being permitted right now, before the GSP has come into its 
full powers. I am quite new on the county Planning Commission so just newly aware of how important it is 
for these bigger projects to report what they're pumping and for someone to look at the results and draw 
conclusions. I am not quite sure that is happening. How is that information digested and then acted on, if 
necessary? 

Fred Allebach – When Mr. Pennington comes to our meeting I would like to ask when Permit Sonoma will 
be updating the groundwater availability permitting map in conjunction with GSA and GSP data. 

Jim Bundschu – Will the three basins have access to the modification of well permitting and the 
groundwater monitoring improvement and the completion of multi-level monitoring well projects? Will 
we have access to the thinking of what the county departments are going to do before it's written in 
stone? We would like to know what they are thinking. 

Trotta – Most of the plan modifications to their well permitting process and database came 
directly from recommendations from the sub-committee formed from this Advisory Committee 
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early in Permit Sonoma’s permitting process. They are following the scope within their 
agreement. As a follow-up to the meeting, we can provide a copy of that scope, so you know what 
they are thinking. 

Allebach – Is the city well in the Veterans Memorial parking lot a test well, not one that you can do ASR? 
Trotta – It is a test well. We used it as a test well for the pilot study for aquifer storage and 
recovery a few years ago, it isn’t intended for long term use. The grant application proposed 
constructing a new well specifically designed for ASR.  
Allebach – Same location? 
Trotta – The same location or nearby. 

Gilroy – Back in August, we had a discussion related to long-term strategic planning with some thought 
towards worst case planning. I don’t see any mention of it here. What happens if something occurs to the 
aqueduct system that reduces or eliminates the delivery of water to the Valley? Can we survive and for 
how long? I get asked about it all the time. Droughts, floods, fires, all bring up this question. 

Tim – Staff needs to decide how to handle the topic. Flooding is more of an emergency issue that 
the existing agencies would be responsible for, the GSA not so much. Some of the issues with 
private well owners may require further discussion about how that gets handled. 
Trotta – Sonoma Water is involved in a resiliency project and there's the Natural Hazards 
Mitigation Plan that are required, so maybe pulling information out of these, and seeing where 
the GSA might fit in with some of the planning, might be a good way to start that. 
Norman – One more thing. The minute we ask people to pay fees, they will ask us “what are you 
doing for us”? We are clarifying the groundwater situation in the Valley to keep people safe. We 
are looking at it from a groundwater point of view. We make recommendations to agencies, like 
Permit Sonoma.  
Parker – We will follow up with you to have a discussion. 

Carr – I want to identify another study for data gaps: land use for commercial, industrial and wineries. It 
may not be necessary right now but before the next model run. 

Trotta – That will be part of the data collection currently underway and will continue to be 
advanced through the fee study. 
Carr – Permit Sonoma probably needs the work plan. 
Trotta – They are already very engaged. 

Cornwall – Two things to consider: potential role of land use decisions regarding the Developmental 
Center; and regarding Spanish speaking communities, there is a grant to assist with water quality. We 
have been discussing how to get the water quality testing kits out to the community as many people 
aren’t drinking municipal water because of chlorine. 

Gilroy – Who do you see as the primary audience for the Annual Report? Is it a technical report to the 
state or is it for the public? 

Trotta – The primary audience is the state, but we will post it on the website and hope to make it 
relatively accessible to the public. 
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DuBay (chat) – An update on the City/VOMWD ASR project: They received notice from DWR that they did 
not receive the grant. 

Jane Whitsett (chat) – Are there other possible funding sources for this ASR project? 
Trotta (chat) – I think their projects will still be considered for the second tier of DWR's Drought 
funding. 

Caitlin Cornwall (chat) – Isn’t the loss of the aqueduct, say due to earthquake, part of the Hazard 
Mitigation Plan? 

Allebach (chat) – Norman Gilroy’s questions maybe have more to do with city and county emergency/ 
hazard response system… if the aqueduct goes down, we’ll have to fill containers from people who have 
wells and generators… 

Cornwall (chat) – The complexity of the answers to Norman Gilroy’s question seems to depend on how 
fast the aqueduct could be repaired. What range of water needs would need to be met, and for how long? 

Allebach (chat) – Re AEM – it looks like they didn’t fly over the most groundwater-used part of the basin... 
we’ll want to note the data is not from areas of highest use. 

Trotta (chat) – Correct, those areas could not be flown due to safety considerations (homes, 
livestock, etc.) or metal interferences (vineyards). 

No public comments. 

Rate and Fee Study Introduction and Next Steps 
Objective: Introduce Rate and Fee Study schedule and next steps.   
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting, provided a background of the project, phasing of the fee study, funding 
options, policy decisions, and next steps. 

Challenges include: 
• Who should pay? Just well owners, all water users?
• What should they pay for? Local or state management, services provided, value to the

community.
• Rate levels – operating budgets higher in future years, pay back agencies, include capital costs?
• How fees are paid - $ / acre-foot (similar to SRP 2019 fee structure), other options
• Community acceptance

Questions/Comments 
Allebach – I like the idea of paying less and being more invested. A good rationale for that would be 
emphasizing the common pool resource aspect of groundwater, that it is a healthy aspect of 
groundwater, and preserving the environment for the future. If only groundwater users pay it would 
minimize the sense that groundwater is a common pool resource. I think the rural residential use of 
groundwater is about 28% of use so it is fair that the user group pay their fair share of it and if they aren’t 
metered, they would have to somehow be assessed. 
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Cornwall – The fee structure should avoid creating unhelpful incentives. If the GSA gets a lot of their 
money from people pumping a lot, that would be counter to the long-term intent of pumping less, so I 
would not want to see the fee too dependent on pumpers. Also, I think different kinds of people get 
different benefits from groundwater so spreading the costs to types of use would spread costs more 
evenly. 

Carr – There needs to be a carve-out under the direct benefits provision, such as the ASR project. It is 
difficult to sell the argument to everyone in the Valley that the (ASR) costs should be borne by the general 
population. It is easier to sell the argument of community benefit to everyone that is benefitting in 
general. Clearly the admin costs need to be spread among everybody. Can we charge a fee to the 
watershed, or must it be only in the basin? It seems watershed folks benefit from less groundwater 
withdrawal in the basin. For the agricultural community, I think there needs to be an offset for people 
who contribute to recharge. Lastly, I think many people will argue with the fees, this came up before, we 
will need an appeal process for people who think they shouldn’t be charged or are charged too much. 

Hill – How is the new study different from what was done for Santa Rosa Plain? Also, I read about the 
2019 study, an estimated amount for charging rural residential users was a $10 annual fee, was that just a 
flat fee? 

Bradshaw – The 2019 charge was based on use. The administration charge for properties is not 
that great once it is set up through a billing system or the property tax bill system. The scope of 
this study is close to what was done earlier. We are expanding it to consider what other GSAs are 
doing. We are trying to broaden our vision to come up with different realistic approaches. We 
may end up not doing a per acre-foot charge but base it on irrigated acres or some other type of 
system that makes it even simpler to administer and less subject to appeal or challenge. It is 
basically a revisit of what was done in 2019, expanding it out to other GSA examples, and having 
two more years of experience. 

Allebach – What is the thinking from the agencies so far about being paid back? Is there some way of 
doing that to help eliminate some of the debt? 

DuBay – That would be a discussion with the Board in February. It was built into the JPA, that the 
agencies would be paid back at some time. It doesn't have to mean getting paid back in the first 
five years, it could be over a longer period, it could be that they are willing to forego being paid 
back entirely or they are paid back half, there are a lot of options for consideration by the Board. 

Bundschu – I think the common pool is a concept that people probably will think about their pocketbook 
first but once it's presented properly by emphasizing the importance of groundwater and the 
environment and that everyone benefits from the environment, I would hope that the Advisory 
Committee and the people who are figuring out the rates take the philosophical approach, along with the 
cost and the actual dollars and cents. 

Whitsett – I understand the idea of different fees for different uses, but we all benefit from the entire 
system, and I find it hard to make those distinctions on who might have to pay more, or less, based on 
where they might reside or how much they might use. The benefit is not segregated by different people 
and different areas. If habitat improves, that is a benefit for everyone living in the Valley. A single fee is 
more justifiable. 

Gilroy – I am pleased to hear this conversation. It is a good approach; one we need to encourage at all 
levels including member agencies and the Board. The $10 annual fee is nominal. If the fee is much more, it 
makes it more difficult. And nominal to a rural homeowner is different from nominal to a winery. 
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Cornwall (chat) – Who is “liaison”? 
DuBay (chat) – There is one liaison from each GSA Board: Jack Ding (Sonoma Valley), Mike Healy 
(Petaluma Valley), and John Nagle (Santa Rosa Plain). They are providing feedback to the 
consultants and staff. 

 
Whitsett (chat) – How much of the GSP budget is to be funded by these fees? 

DuBay (chat) – How much of the budget will be funded by fees versus grants is unclear at this 
point. The GSA Board will be asked for input on the funding assumptions at its Feb meeting. 

  
Cornwall (chat) – We had excellent conversation with the public on challenges #1 and #2 many months 
ago. I recall there was support for a two-tiered fee system, where everyone pays something, and beyond 
that, direct users pay according to use. 
 
Vicki Hill (chat) – The 1.2 million/year is for all three GSAs or just Sonoma Valley? 

DuBay (chat) – Section 7 of the GSP provides a draft budget, in which you can see the breakdown 
of costs. 

 
Cornwall (chat) – I assume we’re expecting an “all of the above” approach to funding? Just questions 
about how much from each. 
 
Greg Carr (chat) – Are we including agency costs accrued over the last 3 years? 

DuBay (chat) – Not in the $1.2 million. That is only GSP implementation going forward. 
 
Hill (chat) – How is the new study different from that done for Santa Rosa? I heard that some data is being 
updated. What else is different? 
 
Allebach (chat) – Maybe agencies who have ponied up funding money for the GSP upfront can just write 
off that debt? Is that an option? 
 
Allebach (chat) – As per what Greg Carr is saying now, all could help bail out the depletion areas, maybe in 
exchange for higher conservation rates, to bring depletion areas back to per-2010 levels faster... 
 
Hill (chat) – The estimated fee for rural residential in Santa Rosa Plain in 2019 was $10. Was that just an 
annual $10 flat fee? 

DuBay (chat) – The SRP fee was $19.90 per acre-foot, which translates to $9.95 for rural residents 
(assuming they use 1/2 acre-foot per year). 

 
Allebach (chat) – That we all benefit is a strong argument but funding a parcel tax at its very inception 
could easily be shot down if not framed right with a good front person with great soft skills. 
 
Allebach (chat) – Still, $30 a year is a bottle of wine or a lunch out… or half a tank of gas. 
 
Whitsett (chat) – Is there a way for philanthropic donors to contribute to GSP funding? 

Cornwall (chat) – Philanthropic donors would see this as a straight-up government function, I 
think. And they don’t like to pay for things that go on indefinitely. 

 
Allebach (chat) – Have other GSAs taken the same poll? What did they say? 
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POLL 
Rank in order of priority (1-7) your top priorities for a funding mechanism 

1. All beneficiaries pay 5.86 
2. Equity 5.71 
3. Simplicity 4.29 
4. Affordability 3.86 
5. Revenue Stability / Predictability 3.43 
6. Enforceability and Confidence in Data 2.86 
7. Administrative Ease 2.00 

Do you think the Sonoma Valley fee should duplicate the Santa Rosa Plain 
approach? 

Yes 13% 
No 88% 

Do you feel it’s important for the type of fee to be consistent in the three 
basins? 

Yes 38% 
No 63% 

What are the primary concerns of the stakeholders that you represent? And 
what will be the most effective methods of communicating with your 
stakeholders regarding the study and the fee? 

Groundwater sustainability, clean water, low cost, fairness, transparency, high 
fee - out of business, big users should pay more, emails from trusted sources, 
direct contact, feedback on progress, fairness in assessment, unconstitutional 
fees, affordability, understanding why 

Cornwall – What does equity mean in this context? 
DuBay – Fairness to you might mean that all beneficiaries pay but for other people it may mean 
that some pumpers pay less/more. 

Allebach – What is the Santa Rosa Plain approach? 
DuBay – The Santa Rosa Plain approach is based on a charge of X amount of actual or estimated 
groundwater pumped so everybody in the basin who uses groundwater directly and including the 
municipalities pay, based on the acre-foot usage. It is actual for municipalities and mutual water 
systems, and it's estimated for agriculture, commercial and residential. 
Hill – I would like to have the option “I don’t know”. 
Carr – I wouldn’t give the question “Do you think the Sonoma Valley fee should duplicate the 
Santa Rosa Plain approach” a high priority in your consideration. To make it more helpful, it needs 
to be flushed out a little bit more. 
Cornwall – I would answer that differently. 

Hill – To “Do you feel it’s important for the type of fee to be consistent in the three basins?” and the 
previous question: these are tough questions, they aren’t yes/no answers. We don’t know what the real 
implications are. 

DuBay – In the ideal world, if the costs were reasonable, is it important to be consistent in all 
three basins just because multiple landowners may have properties in all three basins or for 
whatever reasons?  
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Carr – You can have a similar type of fee without having the same fee. 
DuBay – How the fee is levied could be the same, but it could be a different fee level. 
Hill – That was my point about not knowing. 
Allebach – The basins aren’t the same, they don’t have the same characteristics, so why go for 
being consistent? 

DuBay – We will take your feedback about the simplicity of the questions. 

Whitsett – I am not familiar with funding for agencies. Is there a way to explore donations? Is that an 
option for the GSP? 

Bradshaw – It is not something we normally factor into our financial analysis. We can put in some 
honorable mention type of actions such as continuing member agency contributions, grants, etc. 
We can allow honorable mention for donations but there is really no way to put a number in 
there. 
Whitsett – That is good to hear. I feel there could be an opportunity. Thank you. 

Allebach – I want to refer to the first Slide question. Benefits can be linked to beneficial use. 
Bundschu – A beneficial use is bathing and brushing your teeth, it has nothing to do with a life 
support system. 

Updates 
Objective: Provide relevant updates that inform the Advisory Committee and for AC to ask questions if 
needed. Solicit volunteers for Outreach and Engagement Plan work group.   

Revised Outreach and Engagement Plan 
Ann DuBay – We did quite a robust stakeholder engagement and outreach plan that was adopted in 
January 2018; it was focused on the period when the GSP was being developed. Because of Covid, we 
never had the chance to put it into place. Now, we are going into the Plan implementation phase, and we 
wish to renew outreach to the tribes and disadvantaged communities. DuBay listed specific questions, 
issues and considerations regarding outreach and engagement during GSP implementation. We would like 
to put together a mini task force with up to three advisory committee members from each basin. Our aim 
is to hold three 60- to- 90-minute virtual meetings in January through March and anticipate two to three 
hours for reviewing drafts/materials. I am looking for volunteers open to serving on the task force. 

Jane Whitsett – Sounds like a good plan, I would like to participate. 

Carr – I sat in on the Spanish speaking workshop and learned how difficult it is when you don’t the speak 
the language. We should do it again and I would appreciate to have an English translation. I think the 
Latino folks opened up more there than in the English language sessions. I would also like to see us make 
an effort to provide some perspective to those who live in the Springs on wells, because they don't like 
the taste of chlorine. Seems it should be a part of our outreach – how we can get people to hook up to the 
City or VOM district. 

Cornwall – I think the outreach to environmental interests suffered from various factors and I would like 
to help. I would like to use the Ecology center as a door to get people to start a conversation. 

DuBay – This advisory committee has been great about stepping forward and making contacts. 
We are thinking of new ways of engaging or reaching out. 
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Allebach – I would love to keep working with the Latino community in the Springs, particularly with the 
group distributing food and other things to people who are hard to get to. We could easily include fliers 
with other things being distributed, and maybe add some bling from the water agency. I can help make 
the connection for you. 

Carr – We should start notifying property owners in areas where we think there be a lot of activity, 
particularly regulatory activity. I am a little nervous about the outreach. When the fees hit the public, 
there will be a lot of discussion and “why didn’t you tell us”. To some extent you have to ignore it but, I 
am putting it out there for consideration – when is the best time to start telling people that there is a Plan 
and you are being affected? 

DuBay – Good point. I think it should apply to all well owners in the basin. 

Gilroy – That is why I asked who the Annual Review is directed at. As part of the strategy, we should be 
looking at the documents that are going out from the GSA locally related to one another in this regard. 
We need a story for the general water user that enables them to understand that important work is being 
done on their behalf, they will benefit from it, and there will be some fees that go with it. The Plan is so 
technical, most people don’t understand it. My thought that this is a bigger issue than just a public issue 
campaign. We will need implementation and funding for the implementation and position it right. I am 
happy to help reach the rural well owners that I represent, they are difficult to reach, the message needs 
to be simple enough to understand. We need to take a different approach now that we enter a different 
phase of the Plan. 

Cornwall – How many homeowner email lists are there? I wonder if that is a better way to get at people? 
Maybe pool our knowledge of these kinds of lists? 

DuBay – Maybe reach out to Susan Gorin’s office to see what kind of lists are out there. 

Carr – Let’s get the press on this. I think the fee thing might be an avenue to get their interest. 

Gilroy – A lot of people don’t read newspapers. Getting ahead of the story on NextDoor is an example. All 
kinds of good things can happen through that. If we can find a way to get to the younger people on social 
media, that would be good. I agree with what Caitlin Cornwall said, by applying mailing lists, we will be 
able to reach a lot of people. 

DuBay – Thank you for your feedback, we will take it into consideration. 

Outreach 
Allebach (chat) – We can cooperate with the Springs MAC and Food for All for Disadvantage Community 
outreach, I can help with that. 

Cornwall (chat) – tony@sonomaecologycenter.org and I can be GSA staff’s contacts for SEC and DACs in 
Sonoma Valley, including outreach that could involve the water testing kits that SEC has. 

Allebach (chat) – For clean water, a lot of wells have arsenic, worse than chlorine… 

Hill (chat) – Reaching out to the newish North Sonoma Valley Municipal Advisory Commission would be 
helpful. It covers Glen Ellen and Kenwood. 
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Cornwall (chat) – Are you/we doing anything in relation to Groundwater Awareness Week (March 6)? 
DuBay (chat) – Andrea Rodriguez has Groundwater Awareness Week on her calendar! 
Thank you for your suggestions! 

Cornwall (chat) – In Sonoma Valley we have a messaging advantage in that we have a real, measured loss 
of groundwater. We have a real problem to be solved. 

Hill (chat) – The Glen Ellen Forum has an extensive mailing list. 

Whitsett (chat) – Can we set up an Instagram account for people to follow for GSP information and 
education? 

Rodriguez (chat) – Yes, we can do Instagram, and we have a Facebook page. 

Allebach (chat) – Emily Charrier, I-T editor, is very responsive. 

Cornwall (chat) – Fire Safe Sonoma has a full list of fire-related landowner groups who would be good 
audiences. 

No public comments. 

Review Action Items and ask for any Closing Comments 

 Action: Staff will provide Permit Sonoma’s scope of work to the Advisory Committee.

Tim Parker mentioned that the international community, UNESCO has three major events occurring and 
the theme of these events is making the invisible visible groundwater. They are pushing to make 
groundwater, a major focus of the update on the Sustainable Development Goals, which has never 
happened in 40 years. Parker (chat) – https://www.worldwaterweek.org/event/9726-world-water-day-
2022---groundwater-making-the-invisible-visible 

Gilroy – It concerns me that we are only meeting every two months when things are moving at great 
speed. I question whether the schedule is right for the task. 

Tim – It is partially a budget issue, most of the critically over-drafted basins are meeting quarterly, 
but some are still meeting monthly. 

Allebach – It is good to be back and on the next “stage of the hike”. I hope we can fill out the Advisory 
Committee with folks that we lost so that we get full representation in the basin. 

DuBay – Craig Lichty is no longer on the committee. VOM is looking for a replacement for him. If 
anyone knows of someone, please send their name to Ann. VOM will be starting the recruiting 
process very soon. 

Tim Parker thanked the Advisory Committee for the great dialogue and closed the meeting at 5:30 p.m. 

Attendees: 
Advisory Committee Members (present) 
Fred Allebach 
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Caitlin Cornwall 
Greg Carr 
Jane Whitsett 
Jim Bundschu 
Matt Stornetta 
Norman Gilroy  
Taylor Serres 
Vicki Hill 

Advisory Committee Members (absent/excused) 
Kenneth Johnson (excused) 
Steve Wolf  

Staff/Presenters 
Ann DuBay, Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator 
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water, Technical Staff 
Andrea Rodriguez, Sonoma Water, Outreach Staff 
Simone Peters, GSA Administrative Aide (recording meeting summary) 
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting Group 
Arcelia Herrera, SCI Consulting Group 
Valerie Flores, SCI Consulting Group 
Rich Pauloo, Larry Walker Associates 

Facilitator 
Tim Parker 

Members of Public 
Oriana Hart, City of Sonoma 
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FEE RATE STUDY:
Status Update

Sonoma Valley GSA 
Advisory 
Committee 
Meeting

March 08, 2022

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 1

.
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Background
• Existing funding structure expire on June 30, 2022
• Funding Options and Fee Study

• Three Sonoma County GSAs are collaborating on engagement of
consultant team to conduct rate and fee study update for funding GSP
implementation, including GSA operations, beginning July 1, 2022.

• SCI Consulting Group and Larry Walker Associates

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 23/8/2022
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Funding Sources

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Member Agencies

Grants

GW Beneficiaries

Any Combination

GW Beneficiaries

• Private Well Owners
• Public System Pumpers
• Other Water Consumers

33/8/2022
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Prior Member 
Contributions
2017 to 2022

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Source Total 
Funding 
Contribution

Average 
Annual 
ContributionGrants $ 2,200,000 $  440,000

Sonoma Water $  617,233 $  123,447

County $  417,466 $  83,493

City of Sonoma $  270,534 $  54,107

Valley of the Moon 
Water District $  270,534 $  54,107

Sonoma Resource 
Conservation District $    70,000 $  14,000

North Bay Water 
District $    70,000 $  14,000

TOTAL FUNDING $ 3,915,767 $  783,153

43/8/2022
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Well Owner Metrics
• Based on Groundwater use

• Actual pumping by municipal and other public systems
• Estimate pumping for agricultural, rural residential & others

• Rate Classes
• Municipal and other public service providers
• Agriculture and other irrigation
• Rural residential
• Commercial
• Urban wells

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 53/8/2022
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Well Data Sources

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

DWR Agriculture and Land Use data for 
applied water estimates

Urban residential pumping well data from 
municipalities

DWR Land Use data for GW irrigated crop 
areas

Water purveyors reported GW production

Recycled water purveyor estimates to 
agriculture usage

Small water service providers reported 
GW production

Sonoma County Recorder-Assessor Rural GW user studies and estimates
2022 Groundwater Sustainability Plan

63/8/2022
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Pumping Estimates (Preliminary)
Agricultural Crop Demands

◦ Citrus & Subtropical
◦ Deciduous Fruit & Nut
◦ Grain
◦ Pasture
◦ Truck & Berry
◦ Vine
◦ Cannabis
◦ Idle Acres

Other Demands
◦ Residential
◦ Commercial
◦ Urban Irrigation
◦ Turf Irrigation

Working Draft Pumping Estimates by Category

Large Public Systems 630 to 770 metered
Small Public Systems 620 to 750 metered
Agricultural Irrigation 4,800 to 5,900 estimated

Turf Irrigation (golf and schools) 310 to 380 estimated
Rural Residential 1,000 to 1,200 estimated

Commercial 230 to 280 estimated
Urban Irrigation 70 to 80 estimated

Offsets for Alternate Sources * (1,500) to (1,100) metered
TOTAL 6,160 to 8,260

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Within GSP Range

* Alternate Sources include deliveries of recycled or surface water

73/8/2022
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Irrigation Rates 

Crop Type Rate Source

* Citrus & Subtropical 1.85 2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

* Deciduous Fruit & Nut 1.83 2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

Grain 0.00 2012 DWR Data

Pasture 0.04 Randi Black Analysis (Raftelis)

Truck & Berry 1.78 2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

Vine 0.60 2010 DWR Water Use Estimates

Cannabis-outdoor 2.00 Water usage reports to County

Cannabis-indoor 4.00 Water usage reports to County

* usage still under review

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 8

Land Use Description Rate Units
Not in a public water service area - 

Rural Residential 0.5 AF per residential unit
domestic use

Within a public water service area - 
Urban Residential 0.1 AF per parcel

outside irrigation only

Commercial varies

Irrigation Schools, golf courses 5.9 ft per year

Deliveries of surface or recycled 
Offsets varies as reported

water

3/8/2022
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Preliminary Annual Average Costs
• Average of first five years
• Updated from GSP

• Efficiencies for three sister GSAs
factored in

• Includes financial reserves
• Two months operations

• Does not include repayment
of prior member
contributions

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Item Total Cost
Operational $  479, 400

Data Gaps  282, 800

Projects & Actions  148, 000

GW Model Updates    50, 000

5-yr GSP Update    60, 000

10% contingency  102, 000

$  1, 122,200

93/8/2022

Includes Operations and Implementation
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Summary Operational Budget

		SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR OPERATIONAL BUDGET



		GSA Operational Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		5-Year Annualized Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		GSA Administration Finance & Legal (7.2.1)		$   245,000		$   235,000		$   230,000		$   220,000		$   235,000		$   1,165,000		$   233,000

		Administration		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   675,000		$   135,000		Staffing for administrator, grant management, and fee implementation

		Insurance		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Accounting and auditing Services		$   22,000		$   22,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   119,000		$   23,800

		GUIDE program maintenance		$   30,000		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   80,000		$   16,000

		Office supplies, materials, misc. expenses		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Legal		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   40,000		$   53,000		$   243,000		$   48,600



		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement (7.2.2)		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		420,000		$   84,000

		Community engagement		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   175,000		$   35,000		Monthly newsletters, response to community inquiries, community meetings, press communications, etc.

		Advisory Committee coordination		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Preparation and participation in quarterly advisory committee meetings

		Agency coordination and consultations 		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   45,000		$   145,000		$   29,000		Consultation and coordination with land-use planning agencies, resource agencies, stakeholder interest groups



		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting (7.2.3)		$   155,000		$   140,000		$   145,000		$   145,000		$   150,000		$   735,000		$   147,000

		Groundwater-level data collection 		$   40,000		$   35,000		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   45,000		$   200,000		$   40,000		Field measurements and download of groundwater level data

		Seepage run measurements		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Streamflow measurements to monitor surface water and groundwater interaction

		Data management, compilation, evaluation		$   45,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   185,000		$   37,000		Compilation and analysis of groundwater level, groundwater quality, groundwater storage, interconnected surface water, subsidence, and groundwater extraction datasets. Evaluation of SMCs.

		Annual reporting		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   250,000		$   50,000		Preparation of draft and final versions of text, tables and figures for annual report and data uploads to DWR's SGMA Portal



		Subtotal		$   480,000		$   455,000		$   455,000		$   445,000		$   485,000		$   2,320,000		$   464,000



		Reserve - rounded to nearest $1000		$   16,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   16,000		$   77,000		$   15,400		2 months of operational expenses



		Member Agency Reimbursement												$   - 0		$   - 0		TBD



		Total		$   496,000		$   470,000		$   470,000		$   460,000		$   501,000		$   2,397,000		$   479,400





		Fixed		$   341,000		$   330,000		$   325,000		$   315,000		$   351,000		$   1,662,000		$   332,400

		Per AF		$   155,000		$   140,000		$   145,000		$   145,000		$   150,000		$   735,000		$   147,000

				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0





Summary Implementation Budget

		SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET



		GSA Implementation Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		Annualized 5-Year Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027



		GSA Operational Budget (7.2.1, 7.2.2 & 7.2.3)		$   496,000		$   470,000		$   470,000		$   460,000		$   501,000		$   2,397,000		$   479,400		GSA administration, finance, legal, community and stakeholder engagement, annual monitoring and reporting (see separate Summary Operational Budget spreadsheet for details)



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4) - GSA funding		$   40,000		$   35,000		$   30,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		110,000		$   22,000

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   9,000		Integration of parcel-specific information obtained through GUIDE with existing well log databases and assessment/refinement of extraction estimates.

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   1,000		Planning for voluntary water quality monitoring

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   7,000		Improve mapping of surface water diversions, planning for GDE remote sensing and review of existing or new habitat studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (voluntary wells)		$   10,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0						Outreach and coordination for voluntary monitoirng program (assume up to 20 voluntary private wells) 



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4)- Grant or other funding		$   10,000		$   234,000		$   507,500		$   552,500		$   - 0		1,304,000		$   260,800

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   25,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   145,000		$   29,000		Evaluate AEM data, perfrom up to 3 aquifer tests to assess aquifer properties and boundary conditions

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   12,000		Outreach, performance and evaluation of voluntary water quality monitoring at up to 25 private wells

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   120,000		$   24,000		Perform focused surface water/groundwater interaction studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (dedicated wells)		$   10,000		$   60,000		$   206,000		$   206,000		$   - 0						Install 2 new dedicated multi-level wells and perform video logging and surveying of existing RMPs

		Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   196,500		$   196,500		$   - 0		$   453,000		$   90,600		Install 3 new dedicated multilevel wells

		ISW Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   44,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   44,000		$   8,800		Install 2 new dedicated shallow wells



		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - GSA funding		$   35,000		$   55,000		$   75,000		$   55,000		$   40,000		$   260,000		$   52,000

		Water-use efficiency/alternate water sources		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   65,000		$   13,000		Perform initial assessment and implementation of WUE and other demand management projects

		Recycled water expansion - coordination		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   6,000		Coordination with recycled water purveyors on expanding or improving recycled water use efficiency

		ASR - coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordination with other entities on regional feasibility study and potential future ASR operations

		Policy options development		$   15,000		$   20,000		$   30,000		$   15,000		$   5,000		$   85,000		$   17,000		Study and develop potential policy options for GSA consideration or recommendation

		Farm Plan coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   20,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordinate with growers on integrating Farm Plans with GSP implementation

		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - Grant or other funding		$   - 0		$   50,000		$   175,000		$   200,000		$   55,000		$   480,000		$   96,000

		Recycled water expansion - study		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   40,000		$   8,000		Co-fund study with recycled water purveyors on recycled water expansion opportunities

		ASR - studies and investigations		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   70,000		$   130,000		$   40,000		$   260,000		$   52,000		Co-fund update to regional groundwater banking feasibility study and perform investigations and pilot studies in favorable areas

		Stormwater capture and recharge		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   75,000		$   70,000		$   15,000		$   180,000		$   36,000		Co-fund study of stormwater capture and recharge project opportunities and implement pilot studies



		Groundwater Model Updates (7.2.6)		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   50,000		$   100,000		$   70,000		$   250,000		$   50,000



		Five-Year GSP Update (7.2.7)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   200,000		$   300,000		$   60,000



		Subtotal - GSA funding		$   571,000		$   560,000		$   575,000		$   620,000		$   741,000		$   3,067,000		$   613,400

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   57,000		$   56,000		$   58,000		$   62,000		$   74,000		$   307,000		$   61,400

																		

tc={87ABEDC3-E1A2-4FC3-88E8-0DDD3C63BB27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Reduce or eliminate for GSA-funded items?		

tc={A6AD28E3-14E2-48D6-965C-711B48F27B93}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could consider grant funding for update as well		Total - GSA funding		$   628,000		$   616,000		$   633,000		$   682,000		$   815,000		$   3,374,000		$   674,800



		Subtotal - Grants or other funding		$   10,000		$   314,000		$   732,500		$   852,500		$   125,000		$   2,034,000		$   406,800

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   1,000		$   31,000		$   73,000		$   85,000		$   13,000		$   203,000		$   40,600

		Total - Grants or other funding		$   11,000		$   345,000		$   805,500		$   937,500		$   138,000		$   2,237,000		$   447,400



		Grand Total		$   639,000		$   961,000		$   1,438,500		$   1,619,500		$   953,000		$   5,611,000		$   1,122,200



				: GSA-funded item												60.1%

				: Grants or other funding source item												$   332,400		Fixed

																$   789,800		per AF

		Operations														$   479,400

		Data Gaps (GSA)														$   22,000

		Projects (GSA)														$   52,000

		GSP Update														$   60,000

		10% (GSA)														$   61,400				$   674,800

		Data Gaps (Grants)														$   260,800

		Projects (Grants)														$   96,000

		GW Modeling														$   50,000

		10% (Grants)														$   40,600				$   447,400

																$   1,122,200

																								Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

																						GSA		$   628,000		$   616,000		$   633,000		$   682,000		$   815,000

																						Grants		$   11,000		$   345,000		$   805,500		$   937,500		$   138,000



Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation





Operations	Data Gaps (GSA)	Projects (GSA)	GSP Update	10% (GSA)	Data Gaps (Grants)	Projects (Grants)	GW Modeling	10% (Grants)	479400	22000	52000	60000	61400	260800	96000	50000	40600	

Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation 



GSA	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	628000	616000	633000	682000	815000	Grants	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	11000	345000	805500	937500	138000	











for PPT



						Item		Total Cost				GSA				Grants

						Operational 		$   479,400				$   479,400				-

						Data Gaps		282,800				22,000				$   260,800

						Projects & Actions		148,000				52,000				96,000

						GW Model Updates		50,000				-				50,000

						5-yr GSP Update		60,000				60,000				-

						10% contingency		102,000				61,400				40,600



								$   1,122,200				$   674,800				$   447,400











Rollup Totals

		SV GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR BUDGET																yr 1

		GSP IMPLEMENTATION ITEM		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5						SW labor/subs

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals 

		GSA Administration & Operations		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		1,165,000				135000

		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		100,000		420,000				80000

		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting		155,000		140,000		145,000		145,000		150,000		735,000				190000				480,000		455,000		455,000		445,000		485,000

		Data Gap Filling (total)		50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		1,414,000				30000

		fees		40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

		grants etc		10,000		234,000		507,500		552,500		0		1,304,000

		PMA Studies/Refinement (total)		35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000		740,000		740000		30000

		fees		35,000		55,000		75,000		55,000		40,000		260,000

		grants etc		0		50,000		175,000		200,000		55,000		480,000

		Model Updates		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000		250,000

		Five Year GSP Updates		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		300,000

		Subtotal		565,000		859,000		1,292,500		1,457,500		850,000		5,024,000

		10% Contingency		56,500		85,900		129,250		145,750		85,000		502,400

		10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $1000		57,000		86,000		129,000		146,000		85,000		503,000

		Total		622,000		945,000		1,421,500		1,603,500		935,000		5,527,000				465000

		GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR FUNDING PROJECTION

		GSA (thru fees)		612,000		631,000		689,000		751,000		880,000		3,563,000		712,600

		State Grants or other		10,000		314,000		732,500		852,500		55,000		1,964,000

		Totals		622,000		945,000		1,421,500		1,603,500		935,000



				565,000		859,000		1,292,500		1,457,500		850,000



		Base Operations		480,000		455,000		455,000		445,000		485,000

		Contingency (not shown)		80000		76000		76000		74000		81000

		Total Operations (not shown)		560,000		531,000		531,000		519,000		566,000





Rollup Totals v2

		Fiscal Year		GSA Administration & Operations		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation,  & Reporting		Data Gap Filling		Projects		Model Updates		Five Year GSP Updates		Subtotal		10% Contingency		Total

		2022-2023		245,000		80,000		155,000		50,000		35,000		0		0		565,000		56,500		621,500

		2023-2024		235,000		80,000		140,000		269,000		105,000		30,000		0		859,000		85,900		944,900

		2024-2025		230,000		80,000		145,000		537,500		250,000		50,000		0		1,292,500		129,250		1,421,750

		2025-2026		220,000		80,000		145,000		557,500		255,000		100,000		100,000		1,457,500		145,750		1,603,250

		2026-2027		235,000		100,000		150,000		0		95,000		70,000		200,000		850,000		85,000		935,000

		Management Actions?

		Note - Rollup Totals V1 and V2 are the same, just different layout 





GSA Admin & Ops

				Sonoma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						F& 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Beginning Fund Balance				(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)



		40002		Prop Tax - CY,Secured

		40003		Direct Charges - CY

		40005		Prop Taxes - RDA Increment

		40006		AB1290 RDA Pass Throughs

		40007		H&S 33401 RDA Pass Throughs

		40008		H&S 33676 RDA (2%) Allocation

		40010		Residual Prop Tax - RPTTF

		40011		Direct Charges - Intercounty

		40012		SB2557 Prop Tax Admin

		40050		Property Tax Accrual

		40101		Prop Taxes - CY, Unsecured

		40105		CollectCost Del CY Unsecured

		40111		Supplemental Prop Taxes - CY

		40201		Prop Taxes - PY, Secured

		40202		Direct Charges - Prior Year

		40211		Prop Taxes - PY, Unsecured

		40221		Supplemental Prop Taxes - PY

		40301		Sales and Use Tax

		40404		Timber Yield Tax

		40900		Other Taxes

		40999		Penalties and Costs on Taxes

		40000		  Total Tax Revenue		0		0		0		0		0



		41132		Licenses - Other

		41152		Mitigation Fees

		41000		  Total Licenses,Permits,Franchises		0		0		0		0		0



		42360		State Grant Revenue		0		0		0		0

		42461		Federal Other Funding

		42601		County of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42610		Other Governmental Agencies (SCWA)		0		0		0		0

		42618		City of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42627		Special Districts (VOMWD, NBWD, RCD)		0		0		0		0

		42000		  Total Intergovernmental Revenues		0		0		0		0		0

						0

		43201		Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties

		43000		  Total Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties		0		0		0		0		0



		44002		Interest on Pooled Cash

		44003		Other Interest Earnings

		44050		Unrealized Gains and Losses

		44101		Rent - Real Estate

		44102		Rent - Equipment

		44109		Concessions

		44000		  Total Revenue - Use of Money & Prop		0		0		0		0		0



		45008		NCPA Fees for Govt. Services

		45061		Planning and Engineering Svcs

		45062		Construct/Bldg Permit Rvw Svcs

		45065		Inspection Fees

		45221		Sewer/Water Usage Fees

		45253		Ambulance Fees

		45281		Library Services

		45283		Library Postage Recovery

		45284		Fines - Delinquent Collections

		45291		Parks and Recreation Services

		45301		Charges for Services

		45309		Retirement Administration Fees

		45310		Fire Dispatch Fees

		45311		Other Fire Services

		45313		Sale - Water

		45319		Abatement Revenue

		45507		Telecommunication Data Lines

		45530		Maintenance fees

		45533		Reprographics Photocopy

		45000		  Total Charges for Services		0		0		0		0		0



		46002		Sales - Taxable

		46003		Sales - Non Taxable

		46021		Capital Grants - Federal

		46022		Capital Grants - State

		46023		Capital Grants - Other

		46024		Connection Fees

		46027		Insurance Claims Reimbursement

		46028		Insurance Claims Rebates

		46029		Donations/Contributions

		46040		Miscellaneous Revenue

		46041		Discounts Earned

		46050		Cancelled/Stale Dated Warrants

		46051		Returned Checks

		46200		Revenue Appl PY Misc Revenue

		46210		Refunds

		46000		  Total Miscellaneous Revenues		0		0		0		0		0



		47002		Sale of Capital Assets

		47101		Transfers In - within a Fund

		47102		Transfers In - btw Govtl Funds

		47103		Transfers In - All Others

		47000		  Total Other Financing Sources		0



		49002		Advances

		49003		Advances Clearing

		49004		Administrative Control Account

		49005		Admin Control Acct Clearing



				Grand Total Revenues		0				0		0		0



		50701		Perm Position - Local Bds

		50702		Extra Help - Local Bds

		50703		Overtime - Local Bds

		50704		Boards/Commissions - Local Bds

		50705		Premium Pay - Local Bds

		50707		Standby Pay - Local Bds

		50708		Contract Employee - Local Bds

		50709		Temporary Help - Local Bds

		50751		Retirement - Local Bds

		50752		County Retirement - Local Bds

		50753		FICA Retirement - Local Bds

		50754		Deferred Comp - Local Bds

		50755		PERS - Local Bds

		50756		Medicare - Local Bds

		50801		Health Ins - Local Bds

		50802		Disability - Local Bds

		50803		Dental - Local Bds

		50804		Life Ins - Local Bds

		50805		Vision - Local Bds

		50806		Unemployment - Local Bds

		50808		Worker's Comp - Local Bds

		50000		  Total Salaries and Employee Benefits		0		0		0		0		0



		51041		Insurance - Liability		4,000		4,000		5,000		5,000		6,000

		51201		Administration Services

		51202		Election Services

		51204		Property Tax/Assessment Admin

		51205		Advertising/Marketing Svc

		51206		Accounting/Auditing Services

		51209		Information Tech Svc (non ISD)

		51207		Client accounting services (county)		10,000		10,000		12,000		12,000		12,000

		51206		Auditor		10,000		10,000		11,000		11,000		11,000

		51211		Legal Services

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
		50,000		50,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation		50,000		40,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		53,000

		51213		Engineer Services

		51214		Agency Extra/Temp Help

		51225		Training Services

		51226		Consulting Services*

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000

		51241		Outside Printing and Binding

		51242		Bank Charges

		51244		Permits/License/Fees

		51249		Other Professional Services

		51250		Planning/Mapping/Inspections

		51251		Claims Processing

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51244		Well registration program		30,000		20,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		10,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		10,000		10,000

		51249		In-kind services (Sonoma Water)				0		0		0		0

		51421		Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		2,000		2,000		3,000		3,000		4,000

		51601		Training/Conference Expenses		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51916		County service charges		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000

				        Subtotal Services		244,000		234,000		229,000		219,000		234,000

		52031		Food		500		500		500		500		500

		52091		Memberships/Certifications		0

		52111		Office Supplies		500		500		500		500		500

		52117		Mail and Postage Supplies

		52118		Printing and Binding Supplies

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
1 mailing per year to all groundwater users						

Daniel Muelrath: Daniel Muelrath:
TBD		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
						

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation				

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget				0		0		0		0

				            Subtotal Supplies		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51000		  Total Services and Supplies		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000



		53012		Support and Care of Persons

		53101		Principal Payments - LT Debt

		53103		Interest on LT Debt

		53104		Other Interest Expense

		53105		Costs of Issuance

		53201		Judgments and Damages

		53301		Taxes and Assessments

		53402		Depreciation Expense

		53501		Contributions

		53611		Income Allocations

		53000		  Total Other Charges		0		0		0		0		0



		54101		Land

		54305		Machinery and Equipment

		54330		Grant Acquired Equipment

		54331		Mobile Equipment

		54333		Computer Equipment

		54405		CIP - Bldg & Impr

		54406		CIP - Infrastructure

		54503		Work in Progress - Eqt

		54000		  Total Capital Expenditures		0		0		0		0		0



		55011		Appropriation for Contingenc

		55000		  Total Appropriations for Contingencies		0		0		0		0		0



		56030		Residual Equity Transfers

		56000		  Total Special Items		0		0		0		0		0



		57011		Transfers Out - within a Fund

		57012		Transfers Out - btw Govtl Fund

		57015		Transfers Out - All Others

		57101		Other Financing Uses

		57000		  Total Other Financing Uses		0		0		0		0		0



		58010		Reimb. - General

		58011		Reimb. - Administration

		58016		Reimb. - Labor

		58000		  Total Reimbursements		0		0		0		0		0



		59002		Advances

		59004		Administrative Control Account

		59005		Admin Control Acct Clearing

		59000		  Total Administrative Control Accts		0		0		0		0		0



		19810		Acq-Land

		19820		Acq-Machinery and Equipment

		19821		Acq-Grant Acquired Equipment

		19831		Acq-CIP-Bldg & Impr

		19832		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure

		19834		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure Labor

		19840		Acq-WIP-Equipment

		19850		Acq-Intangibles-Amortizbl

		19000		  Total Capital Assets		0		0		0		0		0



				Grand Total Expenditures		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



				Increase/(Decrease) to Fund Balance		(245,000)		(235,000)		(230,000)		(220,000)		(235,000)



				Reserves		0		0		0		0		0



				Repayment of Member Agency Contributions		0		0		0		0		0



				Ending Fund Balance		(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)		(1,165,000)

		*		Consulting services includes Exec Director, fee implementation, grant administration - see 51126 Fund Detail spreadsheet for detail





































Communication & Stakeholder Eng

		Tasks		ED		
Clerical		Total $

		Annual Community Engagement 										2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		  Monthly email/newsletter		$   5,000				$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Social media posts, responses (1 hour week)		$   10,000				$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		Community Meetings - one per year						$   20,000				$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		Advisory/Tech Committee Meetings (quarterly)

		  Prep (Assisting tech with posting, etc)		$   6,000		$   4,000		$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		  Meeting attendance		$   4,000		$   1,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Follow-Up		$   2,000		$   3,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000



		Agency Engagement and Coordination

		Meetings, notifications, consultations 										25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		45,000



										Totals		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Annual Mon, Eval. & Reporting

										Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

		Annual Monitoring & Maintenance		Annual Cost		Previous				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Groundwater levels*		35,000						40,000		35,000		40,000		40,000		45,000

		Stream Flow Seepage Runs		20,000						20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		InSAR Data Download and Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Data Management System O&M		10,000						10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Storage Change Calculations**		5,000						10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Interconnected SW-GW Evaluation		10,000		20000				15,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Quality Download & Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Annual Report & Data Submittal***		50,000		100000				50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000

								Totals		155,000		140,000		145,000		145,000		150,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Includes start-up/transfer of outreach and voluntary monitoring program  in Year One

		** Assumes first year set up of consistent, repeatable calcuation process

		***Assumes analysis of data and development of contour maps, MT analysis in data submittal 





Data Gap Filling

		DATA GAP FILLING																								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells and Extraction

		Integrate well-log and GUIDE databases																								15,000		5000								20,000

		Assess technologies for improving extraction estimates																										5,000		20,000						25,000



		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Evaluate AEM and incorporate into HCM																										20,000								20,000

		Aquifer Tests - constant rate pumping (up to 3 locations)		25,000		50,000		50,000		125,000																				25,000		100,000				125,000



		Seawater Intrusion Study 		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Voluntary WQ Sampling near Baylands (up to 25 wells)		5,000		30000		10,000		45,000																5,000		30,000		10,000						45,000

		Evaluate seawater/freshwater inteface/trend from new data (geophys & monitoring)						20,000		20,000																				20,000						20,000



		Stream-Groundwater Interconnection Studies/Evaluations 

		Improve mapping and estimates of surface water diversions																								5,000		5,000								10,000

		GDE Mapping/Remote Sensing for Vegetation Health																								5,000		20,000								25,000

		Compile and evaluate existing and relevant habitat field surveys																										5,000		10,000		5,000				20,000

		Focused sw/gw interaction studies																												50,000		50,000				100,000



		Monitoring Network Improvements		Number of Items		Cost per Item		Subtotal		Number of Sensors		Cost per Sensor		Sensors Subtotal 		Capital Cost Subtotal		ROW, CEQA etc		Staff/ Consultant		Subtotals				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals

		GWL Network - Voluntary Monitoring Program																								5,000		15,000								20,000

		GWL Network - video logging, surveying etc. of existing RMPs																								10,000		20,000								30,000

		GWL Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (500 ft)		2		200,000		400,000		8		1500		12000		412,000		40,000				452,000						40,000		206,000		206,000				452,000

		Seawater Intrusion Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (300 ft)		3		125,000		375,000		9		2,000		18000		393,000		60,000				453,000						60,000		196,500		196,500				453,000

		ISW Network - Dedicated shallow MWs		2		20,000		40,000		4		1,000		4000		44,000		5,000				49,000				5,000		44,000								49,000







																								Totals		50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																										40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

																										10,000		234,000		507,500		552,500		0		1,304,000

																										50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		1,414,000





PMA Planning

		PMA Planning and Studies																Subtotals 						2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Conservation/WUE 		Study		Pilot Project																												0

		Assess Opportunities/Study		25,000														25,000						10,000		15,000								25,000

		Implement Study Results*				40,000												40,000								5,000		15,000		10,000		10,000		40,000



		Recycled Water 		Coordination

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - study																								10,000		30,000						40,000

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - coordination with recycle agency		70,000														70,000								5000		5000		10,000		10,000		30,000



		Aquifer Storage and Recovery 		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up		O&M

		Three Basin Groundwater Banking (ASR) FS - study contribution				40,000																				20,000		20,000						40,000

		ASR/GW Banking coordination		50,000														50,000						5,000		5000		5000		15,000		10,000		40,000

		ASR Investigations				50,000		200,000										250,000										50,000		130,000		40,000		220,000



		Stormwater Capture and Recharge		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up		O&M



		Stormwater Capture & Recharge Study (including capital and on-farm projects)				15,000		65,000				100,000						180,000								20,000		75,000		70,000		15,000		180,000



		Farm Plan Coordination		Work Plan				Report& Implement

				5,000				35,000										40,000						5000		5,000		20,000		5000		5000		40,000



		Study Policy Options for GSA Consideration		Work Plan				Report

				10,000				75,000										85,000						15000		20,000		30,000		15000		5000		85,000



																						Totals		35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																								35,000		55,000		75,000		55,000		40,000		260,000



																								0		50,000		175,000		200,000		55,000		480,000		65%





																								35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000













Model Updates

		MODEL UPDATES								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Basin Boundaries Assessment 

		Aquifer Properties Refinements

		Groundwater Pumping Refinements

		Grid Refinement for Project Specific Evaluations

		Incorporate Land and Air-Base Geophysics into Model

		Model Focused Calibration 

		Update 50-Year Water Budget

		Model Technical Group Meetings

		Model Update Report

								Totals		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000				Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Five-Year Updates

		FIVE-YEAR GSP UPDATE		Hours*		Rate		Cost				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Prepare Outline and Tasks		20		200		4000

		Compile Data Updates		100		200		20000

		Update GIS Figures		60		200		12000

		Revise HCM		240		200		48000

		Update SMCs 		240		200		48000

		Update Monitoring Program Section		80		200		16000

		Update 50-year Water Budget		120		200		24000

		Assess Sustainability Progress		80		200		16000

		Prepare Five-Year Implementation Plan		120		200		24000

		Compile Draft GSP Update		120		200		24000

		Prepare and Adopt Final GSP Update		80		200		16000

		Public Outreach/Meetings		40		200		8000

								260000		Totals		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Hours estimated includes internal reviews





51126 Fund Detail

				Sonoma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						FY 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Monitoring (seepage only, starting in 22-23)

				Technical Support

				Grant Applications/Administration		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000

				Fee/Rate Study & Implementation		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

				Facilitation		0		0		0		0		0

				Administrator		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000





		51226		Consulting Services		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000

				Anticipated grant reimbursements

				Non-Grant funded consultant costs		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000





				Community Engagement:  Advisory Committee/TAC meetings, communications, social media, website, etc

				Technical: Annual report; five-year GSP update; oversee monitoring wells & projects & management actions

				Monitoring: Ongoing seepage monitoring and reporting

				Grant applications and admin:  Assume Prop 68 implementation grant received; apply for two additional grants annually



				Executive Director Budget

				Tasks		Hours
ED		Rate
Exec Dir		Hours
Clerical		Rate
Clerical		Total Hours		Total $				ED RATE		CLERICAL RATE

				Board Meetings (quarterly)																$250		$50

				  Preparation		80		$   20,000		40		$   2,000		120		$   22,000

				  Meeting		20		$   5,000		20		$   1,000		40		$   6,000

				  Follow-up		40		$   10,000		20		$   1,000		60		$   11,000

				Compliance (state; local documents; reports)		5		$   1,250		10		$   500		15		$   1,750

				Miscellaneous

				  Contracts		25		$   6,250		10		$   500		35		$   6,750

				  Inquiries		50		$   12,500						50		$   12,500

				  Grant Assistance		20		$   5,000						20		$   5,000

				  Other		50		$   12,500		50		$   2,500		100		$   15,000

				TOTAL 		290		$   72,500		150		$   7,500		440		$   80,000





















Grant Estimates

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

E x a m p l e   o f   a   S p l i t    B u d g e t

Grant funding is estimated; actual funding 
and availability are unknown at this time

103/8/2022

Item Total Cost GSA Grants
Operational $  479, 400 $  479,400  -

Data Gaps  282, 800  22,000 $  260,800

Projects & Actions  148, 000  52,000       96,000

GW Model Updates  50, 000 - 50,000

5-yr GSP Update  60, 000  60,000  -

10% contingency  102, 000  61,400  40,600

$  1, 122,200 $  674,800 $  447,400
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Summary Operational Budget

		SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR OPERATIONAL BUDGET



		GSA Operational Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		5-Year Annualized Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		GSA Administration Finance & Legal (7.2.1)		$   245,000		$   235,000		$   230,000		$   220,000		$   235,000		$   1,165,000		$   233,000

		Administration		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   135,000		$   675,000		$   135,000		Staffing for administrator, grant management, and fee implementation

		Insurance		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Accounting and auditing Services		$   22,000		$   22,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   119,000		$   23,800

		GUIDE program maintenance		$   30,000		$   20,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   80,000		$   16,000

		Office supplies, materials, misc. expenses		$   4,000		$   4,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   6,000		$   24,000		$   4,800

		Legal		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   40,000		$   53,000		$   243,000		$   48,600



		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement (7.2.2)		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		420,000		$   84,000

		Community engagement		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   175,000		$   35,000		Monthly newsletters, response to community inquiries, community meetings, press communications, etc.

		Advisory Committee coordination		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Preparation and participation in quarterly advisory committee meetings

		Agency coordination and consultations 		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   25,000		$   45,000		$   145,000		$   29,000		Consultation and coordination with land-use planning agencies, resource agencies, stakeholder interest groups



		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting (7.2.3)		$   155,000		$   140,000		$   145,000		$   145,000		$   150,000		$   735,000		$   147,000

		Groundwater-level data collection 		$   40,000		$   35,000		$   40,000		$   40,000		$   45,000		$   200,000		$   40,000		Field measurements and download of groundwater level data

		Seepage run measurements		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   100,000		$   20,000		Streamflow measurements to monitor surface water and groundwater interaction

		Data management, compilation, evaluation		$   45,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   35,000		$   185,000		$   37,000		Compilation and analysis of groundwater level, groundwater quality, groundwater storage, interconnected surface water, subsidence, and groundwater extraction datasets. Evaluation of SMCs.

		Annual reporting		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   250,000		$   50,000		Preparation of draft and final versions of text, tables and figures for annual report and data uploads to DWR's SGMA Portal



		Subtotal		$   480,000		$   455,000		$   455,000		$   445,000		$   485,000		$   2,320,000		$   464,000



		Reserve - rounded to nearest $1000		$   16,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   16,000		$   77,000		$   15,400		2 months of operational expenses



		Member Agency Reimbursement												$   - 0		$   - 0		TBD



		Total		$   496,000		$   470,000		$   470,000		$   460,000		$   501,000		$   2,397,000		$   479,400





		Fixed		$   341,000		$   330,000		$   325,000		$   315,000		$   351,000		$   1,662,000		$   332,400

		Per AF		$   155,000		$   140,000		$   145,000		$   145,000		$   150,000		$   735,000		$   147,000

				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0





Summary Implementation Budget

		SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET



		GSA Implementation Budget Category/Task (GSP Implementation Plan Section)		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		5-Year Total		Annualized 5-Year Total		Notes

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027



		GSA Operational Budget (7.2.1, 7.2.2 & 7.2.3)		$   496,000		$   470,000		$   470,000		$   460,000		$   501,000		$   2,397,000		$   479,400		GSA administration, finance, legal, community and stakeholder engagement, annual monitoring and reporting (see separate Summary Operational Budget spreadsheet for details)



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4) - GSA funding		$   40,000		$   35,000		$   30,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		110,000		$   22,000

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   45,000		$   9,000		Integration of parcel-specific information obtained through GUIDE with existing well log databases and assessment/refinement of extraction estimates.

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   1,000		Planning for voluntary water quality monitoring

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   5,000		$   - 0		$   35,000		$   7,000		Improve mapping of surface water diversions, planning for GDE remote sensing and review of existing or new habitat studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (voluntary wells)		$   10,000		$   15,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0						Outreach and coordination for voluntary monitoirng program (assume up to 20 voluntary private wells) 



		Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4)- Grant or other funding		$   10,000		$   234,000		$   507,500		$   552,500		$   - 0		1,304,000		$   260,800

		Studies and Information Gathering (7.2.4.1)

		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   25,000		$   100,000		$   - 0		$   145,000		$   29,000		Evaluate AEM data, perfrom up to 3 aquifer tests to assess aquifer properties and boundary conditions

		Seawater Intrusion Studies		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   12,000		Outreach, performance and evaluation of voluntary water quality monitoring at up to 25 private wells

		ISW/GDE Studies		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   50,000		$   50,000		$   - 0		$   120,000		$   24,000		Perform focused surface water/groundwater interaction studies

		Monitoring Network Improvements (7.2.4.2)

		GWL Network (dedicated wells)		$   10,000		$   60,000		$   206,000		$   206,000		$   - 0						Install 2 new dedicated multi-level wells and perform video logging and surveying of existing RMPs

		Seawater Intrusion Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   60,000		$   196,500		$   196,500		$   - 0		$   453,000		$   90,600		Install 3 new dedicated multilevel wells

		ISW Monitoring Network		$   - 0		$   44,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   44,000		$   8,800		Install 2 new dedicated shallow wells



		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - GSA funding		$   35,000		$   55,000		$   75,000		$   55,000		$   40,000		$   260,000		$   52,000

		Water-use efficiency/alternate water sources		$   10,000		$   20,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   65,000		$   13,000		Perform initial assessment and implementation of WUE and other demand management projects

		Recycled water expansion - coordination		$   - 0		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   6,000		Coordination with recycled water purveyors on expanding or improving recycled water use efficiency

		ASR - coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   15,000		$   10,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordination with other entities on regional feasibility study and potential future ASR operations

		Policy options development		$   15,000		$   20,000		$   30,000		$   15,000		$   5,000		$   85,000		$   17,000		Study and develop potential policy options for GSA consideration or recommendation

		Farm Plan coordination		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   20,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   40,000		$   8,000		Coordinate with growers on integrating Farm Plans with GSP implementation

		Planning for Projects and Management Actions (7.2.5) - Grant or other funding		$   - 0		$   50,000		$   175,000		$   200,000		$   55,000		$   480,000		$   96,000

		Recycled water expansion - study		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   30,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   40,000		$   8,000		Co-fund study with recycled water purveyors on recycled water expansion opportunities

		ASR - studies and investigations		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   70,000		$   130,000		$   40,000		$   260,000		$   52,000		Co-fund update to regional groundwater banking feasibility study and perform investigations and pilot studies in favorable areas

		Stormwater capture and recharge		$   - 0		$   20,000		$   75,000		$   70,000		$   15,000		$   180,000		$   36,000		Co-fund study of stormwater capture and recharge project opportunities and implement pilot studies



		Groundwater Model Updates (7.2.6)		$   - 0		$   30,000		$   50,000		$   100,000		$   70,000		$   250,000		$   50,000



		Five-Year GSP Update (7.2.7)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   100,000		$   200,000		$   300,000		$   60,000



		Subtotal - GSA funding		$   571,000		$   560,000		$   575,000		$   620,000		$   741,000		$   3,067,000		$   613,400

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   57,000		$   56,000		$   58,000		$   62,000		$   74,000		$   307,000		$   61,400

																		

tc={87ABEDC3-E1A2-4FC3-88E8-0DDD3C63BB27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Reduce or eliminate for GSA-funded items?		

tc={A6AD28E3-14E2-48D6-965C-711B48F27B93}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Could consider grant funding for update as well		Total - GSA funding		$   628,000		$   616,000		$   633,000		$   682,000		$   815,000		$   3,374,000		$   674,800



		Subtotal - Grants or other funding		$   10,000		$   314,000		$   732,500		$   852,500		$   125,000		$   2,034,000		$   406,800

		10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000		$   1,000		$   31,000		$   73,000		$   85,000		$   13,000		$   203,000		$   40,600

		Total - Grants or other funding		$   11,000		$   345,000		$   805,500		$   937,500		$   138,000		$   2,237,000		$   447,400



		Grand Total		$   639,000		$   961,000		$   1,438,500		$   1,619,500		$   953,000		$   5,611,000		$   1,122,200



				: GSA-funded item												60.1%

				: Grants or other funding source item												$   332,400		Fixed

																$   789,800		per AF

		Operations														$   479,400

		Data Gaps (GSA)														$   22,000

		Projects (GSA)														$   52,000

		GSP Update														$   60,000

		10% (GSA)														$   61,400				$   674,800

		Data Gaps (Grants)														$   260,800

		Projects (Grants)														$   96,000

		GW Modeling														$   50,000

		10% (Grants)														$   40,600				$   447,400

																$   1,122,200

																								Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

																						GSA		$   628,000		$   616,000		$   633,000		$   682,000		$   815,000

																						Grants		$   11,000		$   345,000		$   805,500		$   937,500		$   138,000



Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation





Operations	Data Gaps (GSA)	Projects (GSA)	GSP Update	10% (GSA)	Data Gaps (Grants)	Projects (Grants)	GW Modeling	10% (Grants)	479400	22000	52000	60000	61400	260800	96000	50000	40600	

Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation 



GSA	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	628000	616000	633000	682000	815000	Grants	Year 1	Year 2	Year 3	Year 4	Year 5	11000	345000	805500	937500	138000	











for PPT



						Item		Total Cost				GSA				Grants

						Operational 		$   479,400				$   479,400				-

						Data Gaps		282,800				22,000				$   260,800

						Projects & Actions		148,000				52,000				96,000

						GW Model Updates		50,000				-				50,000

						5-yr GSP Update		60,000				60,000				-

						10% contingency		102,000				61,400				40,600



								$   1,122,200				$   674,800				$   447,400











Rollup Totals

		SV GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR BUDGET																yr 1

		GSP IMPLEMENTATION ITEM		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5						SW labor/subs

				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals 

		GSA Administration & Operations		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		1,165,000				135000

		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		100,000		420,000				80000

		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting		155,000		140,000		145,000		145,000		150,000		735,000				190000				480,000		455,000		455,000		445,000		485,000

		Data Gap Filling (total)		50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		1,414,000				30000

		fees		40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

		grants etc		10,000		234,000		507,500		552,500		0		1,304,000

		PMA Studies/Refinement (total)		35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000		740,000		740000		30000

		fees		35,000		55,000		75,000		55,000		40,000		260,000

		grants etc		0		50,000		175,000		200,000		55,000		480,000

		Model Updates		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000		250,000

		Five Year GSP Updates		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		300,000

		Subtotal		565,000		859,000		1,292,500		1,457,500		850,000		5,024,000

		10% Contingency		56,500		85,900		129,250		145,750		85,000		502,400

		10% Contingency - rounded to nearest $1000		57,000		86,000		129,000		146,000		85,000		503,000

		Total		622,000		945,000		1,421,500		1,603,500		935,000		5,527,000				465000

		GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR FUNDING PROJECTION

		GSA (thru fees)		612,000		631,000		689,000		751,000		880,000		3,563,000		712,600

		State Grants or other		10,000		314,000		732,500		852,500		55,000		1,964,000

		Totals		622,000		945,000		1,421,500		1,603,500		935,000



				565,000		859,000		1,292,500		1,457,500		850,000



		Base Operations		480,000		455,000		455,000		445,000		485,000

		Contingency (not shown)		80000		76000		76000		74000		81000

		Total Operations (not shown)		560,000		531,000		531,000		519,000		566,000





Rollup Totals v2

		Fiscal Year		GSA Administration & Operations		Communication & Stakeholder Engagement		Annual Monitoring, Evaluation,  & Reporting		Data Gap Filling		Projects		Model Updates		Five Year GSP Updates		Subtotal		10% Contingency		Total

		2022-2023		245,000		80,000		155,000		50,000		35,000		0		0		565,000		56,500		621,500

		2023-2024		235,000		80,000		140,000		269,000		105,000		30,000		0		859,000		85,900		944,900

		2024-2025		230,000		80,000		145,000		537,500		250,000		50,000		0		1,292,500		129,250		1,421,750

		2025-2026		220,000		80,000		145,000		557,500		255,000		100,000		100,000		1,457,500		145,750		1,603,250

		2026-2027		235,000		100,000		150,000		0		95,000		70,000		200,000		850,000		85,000		935,000

		Management Actions?

		Note - Rollup Totals V1 and V2 are the same, just different layout 





GSA Admin & Ops

				Sonoma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						F& 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Beginning Fund Balance				(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)



		40002		Prop Tax - CY,Secured

		40003		Direct Charges - CY

		40005		Prop Taxes - RDA Increment

		40006		AB1290 RDA Pass Throughs

		40007		H&S 33401 RDA Pass Throughs

		40008		H&S 33676 RDA (2%) Allocation

		40010		Residual Prop Tax - RPTTF

		40011		Direct Charges - Intercounty

		40012		SB2557 Prop Tax Admin

		40050		Property Tax Accrual

		40101		Prop Taxes - CY, Unsecured

		40105		CollectCost Del CY Unsecured

		40111		Supplemental Prop Taxes - CY

		40201		Prop Taxes - PY, Secured

		40202		Direct Charges - Prior Year

		40211		Prop Taxes - PY, Unsecured

		40221		Supplemental Prop Taxes - PY

		40301		Sales and Use Tax

		40404		Timber Yield Tax

		40900		Other Taxes

		40999		Penalties and Costs on Taxes

		40000		  Total Tax Revenue		0		0		0		0		0



		41132		Licenses - Other

		41152		Mitigation Fees

		41000		  Total Licenses,Permits,Franchises		0		0		0		0		0



		42360		State Grant Revenue		0		0		0		0

		42461		Federal Other Funding

		42601		County of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42610		Other Governmental Agencies (SCWA)		0		0		0		0

		42618		City of Sonoma		0		0		0		0

		42627		Special Districts (VOMWD, NBWD, RCD)		0		0		0		0

		42000		  Total Intergovernmental Revenues		0		0		0		0		0

						0

		43201		Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties

		43000		  Total Fines, Forfeitures, Penalties		0		0		0		0		0



		44002		Interest on Pooled Cash

		44003		Other Interest Earnings

		44050		Unrealized Gains and Losses

		44101		Rent - Real Estate

		44102		Rent - Equipment

		44109		Concessions

		44000		  Total Revenue - Use of Money & Prop		0		0		0		0		0



		45008		NCPA Fees for Govt. Services

		45061		Planning and Engineering Svcs

		45062		Construct/Bldg Permit Rvw Svcs

		45065		Inspection Fees

		45221		Sewer/Water Usage Fees

		45253		Ambulance Fees

		45281		Library Services

		45283		Library Postage Recovery

		45284		Fines - Delinquent Collections

		45291		Parks and Recreation Services

		45301		Charges for Services

		45309		Retirement Administration Fees

		45310		Fire Dispatch Fees

		45311		Other Fire Services

		45313		Sale - Water

		45319		Abatement Revenue

		45507		Telecommunication Data Lines

		45530		Maintenance fees

		45533		Reprographics Photocopy

		45000		  Total Charges for Services		0		0		0		0		0



		46002		Sales - Taxable

		46003		Sales - Non Taxable

		46021		Capital Grants - Federal

		46022		Capital Grants - State

		46023		Capital Grants - Other

		46024		Connection Fees

		46027		Insurance Claims Reimbursement

		46028		Insurance Claims Rebates

		46029		Donations/Contributions

		46040		Miscellaneous Revenue

		46041		Discounts Earned

		46050		Cancelled/Stale Dated Warrants

		46051		Returned Checks

		46200		Revenue Appl PY Misc Revenue

		46210		Refunds

		46000		  Total Miscellaneous Revenues		0		0		0		0		0



		47002		Sale of Capital Assets

		47101		Transfers In - within a Fund

		47102		Transfers In - btw Govtl Funds

		47103		Transfers In - All Others

		47000		  Total Other Financing Sources		0



		49002		Advances

		49003		Advances Clearing

		49004		Administrative Control Account

		49005		Admin Control Acct Clearing



				Grand Total Revenues		0				0		0		0



		50701		Perm Position - Local Bds

		50702		Extra Help - Local Bds

		50703		Overtime - Local Bds

		50704		Boards/Commissions - Local Bds

		50705		Premium Pay - Local Bds

		50707		Standby Pay - Local Bds

		50708		Contract Employee - Local Bds

		50709		Temporary Help - Local Bds

		50751		Retirement - Local Bds

		50752		County Retirement - Local Bds

		50753		FICA Retirement - Local Bds

		50754		Deferred Comp - Local Bds

		50755		PERS - Local Bds

		50756		Medicare - Local Bds

		50801		Health Ins - Local Bds

		50802		Disability - Local Bds

		50803		Dental - Local Bds

		50804		Life Ins - Local Bds

		50805		Vision - Local Bds

		50806		Unemployment - Local Bds

		50808		Worker's Comp - Local Bds

		50000		  Total Salaries and Employee Benefits		0		0		0		0		0



		51041		Insurance - Liability		4,000		4,000		5,000		5,000		6,000

		51201		Administration Services

		51202		Election Services

		51204		Property Tax/Assessment Admin

		51205		Advertising/Marketing Svc

		51206		Accounting/Auditing Services

		51209		Information Tech Svc (non ISD)

		51207		Client accounting services (county)		10,000		10,000		12,000		12,000		12,000

		51206		Auditor		10,000		10,000		11,000		11,000		11,000

		51211		Legal Services

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
		50,000		50,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation		50,000		40,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		53,000

		51213		Engineer Services

		51214		Agency Extra/Temp Help

		51225		Training Services

		51226		Consulting Services*

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000

		51241		Outside Printing and Binding

		51242		Bank Charges

		51244		Permits/License/Fees

		51249		Other Professional Services

		51250		Planning/Mapping/Inspections

		51251		Claims Processing

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51301		Publications and Legal Notices

		51244		Well registration program		30,000		20,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		10,000

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		10,000		10,000

		51249		In-kind services (Sonoma Water)				0		0		0		0

		51421		Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		2,000		2,000		3,000		3,000		4,000

		51601		Training/Conference Expenses		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51916		County service charges		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000		2,000

				        Subtotal Services		244,000		234,000		229,000		219,000		234,000

		52031		Food		500		500		500		500		500

		52091		Memberships/Certifications		0

		52111		Office Supplies		500		500		500		500		500

		52117		Mail and Postage Supplies

		52118		Printing and Binding Supplies

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
1 mailing per year to all groundwater users						

Daniel Muelrath: Daniel Muelrath:
TBD		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that relatively high level still needed in year one		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume no office front; consultants use own space. Rent covers 8 meetings total annually.
		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See annual notes for legal assumptions
						

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that level of work declines; primarily maintenance		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assuming will need less for GSp review'issues but ongoing for fee implementation				

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
Assume that legal services should decline with fee implmentation		

Ann DuBay: Ann DuBay:
See worksheet 2 for consulting assumptions and admin budget				0		0		0		0

				            Subtotal Supplies		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000

		51000		  Total Services and Supplies		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000



		53012		Support and Care of Persons

		53101		Principal Payments - LT Debt

		53103		Interest on LT Debt

		53104		Other Interest Expense

		53105		Costs of Issuance

		53201		Judgments and Damages

		53301		Taxes and Assessments

		53402		Depreciation Expense

		53501		Contributions

		53611		Income Allocations

		53000		  Total Other Charges		0		0		0		0		0



		54101		Land

		54305		Machinery and Equipment

		54330		Grant Acquired Equipment

		54331		Mobile Equipment

		54333		Computer Equipment

		54405		CIP - Bldg & Impr

		54406		CIP - Infrastructure

		54503		Work in Progress - Eqt

		54000		  Total Capital Expenditures		0		0		0		0		0



		55011		Appropriation for Contingenc

		55000		  Total Appropriations for Contingencies		0		0		0		0		0



		56030		Residual Equity Transfers

		56000		  Total Special Items		0		0		0		0		0



		57011		Transfers Out - within a Fund

		57012		Transfers Out - btw Govtl Fund

		57015		Transfers Out - All Others

		57101		Other Financing Uses

		57000		  Total Other Financing Uses		0		0		0		0		0



		58010		Reimb. - General

		58011		Reimb. - Administration

		58016		Reimb. - Labor

		58000		  Total Reimbursements		0		0		0		0		0



		59002		Advances

		59004		Administrative Control Account

		59005		Admin Control Acct Clearing

		59000		  Total Administrative Control Accts		0		0		0		0		0



		19810		Acq-Land

		19820		Acq-Machinery and Equipment

		19821		Acq-Grant Acquired Equipment

		19831		Acq-CIP-Bldg & Impr

		19832		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure

		19834		Acq-CIP-Infrastructure Labor

		19840		Acq-WIP-Equipment

		19850		Acq-Intangibles-Amortizbl

		19000		  Total Capital Assets		0		0		0		0		0



				Grand Total Expenditures		245,000		235,000		230,000		220,000		235,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



				Increase/(Decrease) to Fund Balance		(245,000)		(235,000)		(230,000)		(220,000)		(235,000)



				Reserves		0		0		0		0		0



				Repayment of Member Agency Contributions		0		0		0		0		0



				Ending Fund Balance		(245,000)		(480,000)		(710,000)		(930,000)		(1,165,000)

		*		Consulting services includes Exec Director, fee implementation, grant administration - see 51126 Fund Detail spreadsheet for detail





































Communication & Stakeholder Eng

		Tasks		ED		
Clerical		Total $

		Annual Community Engagement 										2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		  Monthly email/newsletter		$   5,000				$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Social media posts, responses (1 hour week)		$   10,000				$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		Community Meetings - one per year						$   20,000				$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		Advisory/Tech Committee Meetings (quarterly)

		  Prep (Assisting tech with posting, etc)		$   6,000		$   4,000		$   10,000				$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000		$   10,000

		  Meeting attendance		$   4,000		$   1,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000

		  Follow-Up		$   2,000		$   3,000		$   5,000				$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000		$   5,000



		Agency Engagement and Coordination

		Meetings, notifications, consultations 										25,000		25,000		25,000		25,000		45,000



										Totals		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   80,000		$   100,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Annual Mon, Eval. & Reporting

										Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

		Annual Monitoring & Maintenance		Annual Cost		Previous				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Groundwater levels*		35,000						40,000		35,000		40,000		40,000		45,000

		Stream Flow Seepage Runs		20,000						20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		InSAR Data Download and Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Data Management System O&M		10,000						10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Storage Change Calculations**		5,000						10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Interconnected SW-GW Evaluation		10,000		20000				15,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000

		Groundwater Quality Download & Processing		5,000						5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000

		Annual Report & Data Submittal***		50,000		100000				50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000		50,000

								Totals		155,000		140,000		145,000		145,000		150,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Includes start-up/transfer of outreach and voluntary monitoring program  in Year One

		** Assumes first year set up of consistent, repeatable calcuation process

		***Assumes analysis of data and development of contour maps, MT analysis in data submittal 





Data Gap Filling

		DATA GAP FILLING																								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Improve Data on Existing Water Wells and Extraction

		Integrate well-log and GUIDE databases																								15,000		5000								20,000

		Assess technologies for improving extraction estimates																										5,000		20,000						25,000



		Aquifer System Properties Assessment		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Evaluate AEM and incorporate into HCM																										20,000								20,000

		Aquifer Tests - constant rate pumping (up to 3 locations)		25,000		50,000		50,000		125,000																				25,000		100,000				125,000



		Seawater Intrusion Study 		Work Plan		Field Work		Report		Subtotals

		Voluntary WQ Sampling near Baylands (up to 25 wells)		5,000		30000		10,000		45,000																5,000		30,000		10,000						45,000

		Evaluate seawater/freshwater inteface/trend from new data (geophys & monitoring)						20,000		20,000																				20,000						20,000



		Stream-Groundwater Interconnection Studies/Evaluations 

		Improve mapping and estimates of surface water diversions																								5,000		5,000								10,000

		GDE Mapping/Remote Sensing for Vegetation Health																								5,000		20,000								25,000

		Compile and evaluate existing and relevant habitat field surveys																										5,000		10,000		5,000				20,000

		Focused sw/gw interaction studies																												50,000		50,000				100,000



		Monitoring Network Improvements		Number of Items		Cost per Item		Subtotal		Number of Sensors		Cost per Sensor		Sensors Subtotal 		Capital Cost Subtotal		ROW, CEQA etc		Staff/ Consultant		Subtotals				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals

		GWL Network - Voluntary Monitoring Program																								5,000		15,000								20,000

		GWL Network - video logging, surveying etc. of existing RMPs																								10,000		20,000								30,000

		GWL Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (500 ft)		2		200,000		400,000		8		1500		12000		412,000		40,000				452,000						40,000		206,000		206,000				452,000

		Seawater Intrusion Network - Dedicated Multi-Level MWs (300 ft)		3		125,000		375,000		9		2,000		18000		393,000		60,000				453,000						60,000		196,500		196,500				453,000

		ISW Network - Dedicated shallow MWs		2		20,000		40,000		4		1,000		4000		44,000		5,000				49,000				5,000		44,000								49,000







																								Totals		50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																										40,000		35,000		30,000		5,000		0		110,000

																										10,000		234,000		507,500		552,500		0		1,304,000

																										50,000		269,000		537,500		557,500		0		1,414,000





PMA Planning

		PMA Planning and Studies																Subtotals 						2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027		Subtotals



		Conservation/WUE 		Study		Pilot Project																												0

		Assess Opportunities/Study		25,000														25,000						10,000		15,000								25,000

		Implement Study Results*				40,000												40,000								5,000		15,000		10,000		10,000		40,000



		Recycled Water 		Coordination

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - study																								10,000		30,000						40,000

		Assess & Update Additional RW opportunties - coordination with recycle agency		70,000														70,000								5000		5000		10,000		10,000		30,000



		Aquifer Storage and Recovery 		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up		O&M

		Three Basin Groundwater Banking (ASR) FS - study contribution				40,000																				20,000		20,000						40,000

		ASR/GW Banking coordination		50,000														50,000						5,000		5000		5000		15,000		10,000		40,000

		ASR Investigations				50,000		200,000										250,000										50,000		130,000		40,000		220,000



		Stormwater Capture and Recharge		Coordination		Planning Documents		Studies		Geophysics		Pilot Project		Design		Construction/Start-up		O&M



		Stormwater Capture & Recharge Study (including capital and on-farm projects)				15,000		65,000				100,000						180,000								20,000		75,000		70,000		15,000		180,000



		Farm Plan Coordination		Work Plan				Report& Implement

				5,000				35,000										40,000						5000		5,000		20,000		5000		5000		40,000



		Study Policy Options for GSA Consideration		Work Plan				Report

				10,000				75,000										85,000						15000		20,000		30,000		15000		5000		85,000



																						Totals		35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet



																								35,000		55,000		75,000		55,000		40,000		260,000



																								0		50,000		175,000		200,000		55,000		480,000		65%





																								35,000		105,000		250,000		255,000		95,000













Model Updates

		MODEL UPDATES								2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Basin Boundaries Assessment 

		Aquifer Properties Refinements

		Groundwater Pumping Refinements

		Grid Refinement for Project Specific Evaluations

		Incorporate Land and Air-Base Geophysics into Model

		Model Focused Calibration 

		Update 50-Year Water Budget

		Model Technical Group Meetings

		Model Update Report

								Totals		0		30,000		50,000		100,000		70,000				Linked to Roll up spreadsheet





Five-Year Updates

		FIVE-YEAR GSP UPDATE		Hours*		Rate		Cost				2022-2023		2023-2024		2024-2025		2025-2026		2026-2027

		Prepare Outline and Tasks		20		200		4000

		Compile Data Updates		100		200		20000

		Update GIS Figures		60		200		12000

		Revise HCM		240		200		48000

		Update SMCs 		240		200		48000

		Update Monitoring Program Section		80		200		16000

		Update 50-year Water Budget		120		200		24000

		Assess Sustainability Progress		80		200		16000

		Prepare Five-Year Implementation Plan		120		200		24000

		Compile Draft GSP Update		120		200		24000

		Prepare and Adopt Final GSP Update		80		200		16000

		Public Outreach/Meetings		40		200		8000

								260000		Totals		0		0		0		100,000		200,000		Linked to Roll up spreadsheet

		*Hours estimated includes internal reviews





51126 Fund Detail

				Sonoma Valley GSA

				76451

				71110100

						FY 2022-23		FY 2023-24		FY 2024-25		FY 2025-26		FY 2026-27



		Account		Account Description		Budget

				Monitoring (seepage only, starting in 22-23)

				Technical Support

				Grant Applications/Administration		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000		35,000

				Fee/Rate Study & Implementation		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

				Facilitation		0		0		0		0		0

				Administrator		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000		80,000





		51226		Consulting Services		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000

				Anticipated grant reimbursements

				Non-Grant funded consultant costs		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		135,000		675,000





				Community Engagement:  Advisory Committee/TAC meetings, communications, social media, website, etc

				Technical: Annual report; five-year GSP update; oversee monitoring wells & projects & management actions

				Monitoring: Ongoing seepage monitoring and reporting

				Grant applications and admin:  Assume Prop 68 implementation grant received; apply for two additional grants annually



				Executive Director Budget

				Tasks		Hours
ED		Rate
Exec Dir		Hours
Clerical		Rate
Clerical		Total Hours		Total $				ED RATE		CLERICAL RATE

				Board Meetings (quarterly)																$250		$50

				  Preparation		80		$   20,000		40		$   2,000		120		$   22,000

				  Meeting		20		$   5,000		20		$   1,000		40		$   6,000

				  Follow-up		40		$   10,000		20		$   1,000		60		$   11,000

				Compliance (state; local documents; reports)		5		$   1,250		10		$   500		15		$   1,750

				Miscellaneous

				  Contracts		25		$   6,250		10		$   500		35		$   6,750

				  Inquiries		50		$   12,500						50		$   12,500

				  Grant Assistance		20		$   5,000						20		$   5,000

				  Other		50		$   12,500		50		$   2,500		100		$   15,000

				TOTAL 		290		$   72,500		150		$   7,500		440		$   80,000





















Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 5-Year Total
Annualized 5-

Year Total
2022-2023 2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026 2026-2027

GSA Operational Budget (7.2.1, 7.2.2 & 
7.2.3)

496,000$       470,000$       470,000$       460,000$       501,000$       2,397,000$    479,400$       

Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4) - GSA funding 40,000$         35,000$         30,000$         5,000$           -$               110,000 22,000$         

Addressing Data Gaps (7.2.4)- Grant or 
other funding

10,000$         234,000$       507,500$       552,500$       -$               1,304,000 260,800$       

Planning for Projects and Management 
Actions (7.2.5) - GSA funding 35,000$         55,000$         75,000$         55,000$         40,000$         260,000$       52,000$         

Planning for Projects and Management 
Actions (7.2.5) - Grant or other funding

-$               50,000$         175,000$       200,000$       55,000$         480,000$       96,000$         

Groundwater Model Updates (7.2.6) -$               30,000$         50,000$         100,000$       70,000$         250,000$       50,000$         

Five-Year GSP Update (7.2.7) -$               -$               -$               100,000$       200,000$       300,000$       60,000$         

Subtotal - GSA funding 571,000$       560,000$       575,000$       620,000$       741,000$       3,067,000$    613,400$       
10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000 57,000$  56,000$  58,000$  62,000$  74,000$  307,000$  61,400$  
Total - GSA funding 628,000$       616,000$       633,000$       682,000$       815,000$       3,374,000$    674,800$       

Subtotal - Grants or other funding 10,000$         314,000$       732,500$       852,500$       125,000$       2,034,000$    406,800$       
10% Contingency- rounded to nearest $1000 1,000$  31,000$  73,000$  85,000$  13,000$  203,000$  40,600$  
Total - Grants or other funding 11,000$         345,000$       805,500$       937,500$       138,000$       2,237,000$    447,400$       

Grand Total 639,000$       961,000$       1,438,500$    1,619,500$    953,000$       5,611,000$    1,122,200$    

: GSA-funded item

SONOMA VALLEY GSA SUMMARY FIVE-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET

GSA Implementation Budget Category/Task 
(GSP Implementation Plan Section)

: Grants or other funding source item

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 113/8/2022

.
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Average Annual Budget

Operations, $479,400 

Data Gaps (GSA), 
$22,000 

Projects (GSA), $52,000 
GSP Update, $60,000 

10% (GSA), $61,400 

Data Gaps (Grants), 
$260,800 

Projects (Grants), 
$96,000 

GW Modeling, $50,000 10% (Grants), $40,600 

Sonoma Valley GSP Implementation

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

$674,800

$447,400

123/8/2022
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GSA Grants Revenue 1 Revenue 2

133/8/2022
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Option A – Fees (3,000 Well Parcels)

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Type Who Pays Pros Cons Range

Regulatory 
Fees

All groundwater 
pumpers (cities, 
farmers, businesses, 
rural residences, urban 
sites with wells)

• Proportionate to
quantity pumped

• Credit for recycled
& surface water

• Like Santa Rosa
Plain fee

• High rates
• Most private pumping

not metered

$95 - $160 per AF

Rural Residential @ 
half acre-foot

143/8/2022

Well Head 
Fees

All groundwater 
pumpers

• Simple •

•

Disproportionate to 
quantity pumped
Large pumpers pay less, 
and small pumpers pay 
more

$220 - $370 per 
parcel

Page 27 of 32

State Intervention Fees  – both a well head  AND quantity fee ($300 per well PLU S $40 per AF ) 
GSP would still need to be implemented in addition to State intervention



State Intervention
If GSA Fails to Implement the Plan

◦ Fees
◦ $300 per year per well
◦ $40 per AF (increases to $55 if Interim Plan is

necessary)
◦ $100 per year for De minimis users

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

◦ Metering
◦ May be required
◦ May apply to de minimis users

◦ Intervention is Temporary
◦ GSA must work to regain control of

basin
◦ GSP will still need to be implemented

Triggering Events

153/8/2022
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Option B – Tax/Assessment (all 12,600 Parcels)

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Type Who Pays Pros Cons Range

Parcel Tax All taxable • Lowest rate • Requires voter approval (66.7%) $50 - $90 per 
parcels • Could be tiered • Cannot be implemented until Year 2 parcel

by land use • High cost to implement (± $125,000)

Benefit All • Low rate • Requires landowner vote (50%, $70 - $115 per AF
Assessment benefitting • Proportionate; weighted)

likely keyed to • High cost to implement (± $60,000) Residential @ half 
water usage • Cannot be implemented until Year 2 rate

Prop 218 All Water • Rates like • Strict proportionality required $70 - $115 per AF
Fee Consumers Assessment • Longer process

• No election • Some legal risk Residential @ half 
required rate

163/8/2022
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Policy Questions
• Basis of Costs (Budgeting)

• Budget for grant revenue (~ 40% of costs) to keep rates down ?
• Include full, partial, or no repayment of prior member contributions  ?
• Look to member agencies for future contributions to keep rates down ?

• Possible back-stop for lack of grants

• Fee Structure
• Only groundwater users (higher fees / Board has authority to impose) ?
• All water consumers (lower fees / must get voter approval) ?

• Timing & Pace
• Implement in July 2022 and/or re-visit revenue structure in Year 2 or

Year 3 (after DWR review of GSP and more info on grants) ?

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG 173/8/2022
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Next Steps

SONOMAVALLEYGROUNDWATER.ORG

Mar-Apr
Community 
Meetings, AC, Staff, 
Liaison

April
Follow-up 
Board to finalize 
fees, issue 
hearing notice

May 
Additional 
Board meeting 
on May 23

June
Public Hearing 
on Fees, 
Board 
adoption
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Community Meeting Dates
March 29, 2022 (evening)

May 5, 2022 (evening)
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